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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Differential equations which express y’(t) as a function of past and present 
values of y(t) have been called delay functional differential equations. Many 
of the ideas from the theory of ordinary differential equations have been 
generalized for this type of equation including the basic ideas of existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of initial value problems. 
Let 01 and t, be numbers where - 00 < OL < 00 and t, (3 a) is a finite 
number. In case 01 = - co read [LY, t] as ((y., t]. Suppose that d(t) is a preT 
scribed continuous n-vector function on [01, t ] and we wish to find a continuous 
function y(t) on some interval [OL, t, + a], a > 0, such that 
r(t) = w, a< t d to, 
r’(t) = qt, Y(.N, 43 < t G to + 4 
where F(t, #(*)) is a function (functional) defined for t in [to , t, + a] and $ 
in C(t) and taking values in 91tn and where C(t) is all continuous functions 
from [A, t] into some set D in fit”. It is known [l]-[3] that for appropriate 
sets D if 8 is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in #, then the 
initial value problem has a unique solution and this solution may be con- 
structed by successive approximations. 
In this paper we give theorems analogous to the Nagumo and Wintner 
theorems for ordinary differential equations [4] which prove the solution of 
the initial value problem (1) f or other conditions on 9 is unique and can be 
constructed by successive approximations. 
* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Research Grant NGR 41-001-016. 
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2. A DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITY 
First we give a lemma on differential inequalities which is analogous to the 
Kamke differential inequality theorems for ordinary differential equations 
[4], [5]. Let D be a region in 3E” and let 3 be a function taking values in 3,” 
for t, < t ,< t, + a and 1c, in C,(t), where CD(t) is all continuous functions 
from [01, t] into D, with the properties that limn.+m g(tn , I,&(.)) = 9(t, #(.)) 
whenever t, tl ,... are in [to, to + al, 1cI, 45 .** belong to C&to + u) and 
t,, -+ t, z,& + $ (in the sup norm topology). (If a = - co, Co(t) is all continu- 
ous functions from (- co, t] into some compact subset of D.) Further, let 
(t, &), (t, &) in the domain of 3; and &(s) < #z(~) for ac ,( s ,< t imply 
.F(t, $r(.)) < T(t, r/s(.)). Here a vector inequality < means that every 
component of the left vector is less than the corresponding component of the 
right vector, etc. Also note that we use the same notation for a function t,/~ 
given on an interval [(Y, t] and its restriction to a subinterval [a, t’] C [(Y, t]. 
LEMMA 1. Let z be a continuous function from [01, t, + u] into D and be 
such that 
D+.@) -=c T(t, z(*>>, t, < t < t, + a; (2) 
and let y(t) be a continuous.function with the properties 
(4 r(t) 2 4t), a < t < t, 3 
(b) r’(t) = WY Y(*)), t, < t < t, + a. 
Then y(t) 3 z(t) for t,, < t < t, + a. (Here 
D+z(t) = lim sup z(t + hi - z(t) 
as h -+ O+.) 
PROOF. Suppose y(t) > z(t) on some largest interval [t,, , S] in [t,, , to + a]. 
(Here S could be t, .) If for some K E {1,2,..., n} ~~(8) = y&3) then 
D++c(V -=c FF,(& 4-N < pd& ~(‘1) = rlc’(9 
which implies z(t) <y(t) for values of t in a right neighborhood of 6, thus 
8 = to + a. 
The monotonic behavior of 3i is crucial since y(t) = 23/4t1/2 is a solution 
OfY’W = llYW2) on 1 < t < 41i7 and z(t) = t4 satisfies (2) on 1 < t < 4l”; 
however, z(t) > y(t) for 2 3/14 < t < 4117. Thus, the Kamke differential 
inequality type theorem requires additional conditions. The continuity 
condition on 3r is sufficient to guarantee the existence of at least one solution 
to (l), see [I], [2]. The differential inequality theorem above then will infer 
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the existence of a right maximal solution to (1) as Coppel[5] does for ordinary 
differential equations. Then the strict inequality in (2) may be replaced with 
< provided y(t) is the maximal solution of(l), see Coppel[5]. 
3. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Let 4 be a given continuous n vector valued function on [01, t,,] and let 
Cb(t) be the collection of continuous functionsf(s) on [OL, t] which agree with 
4 on [a, t,] and which lie in S($(t,), b) for t, < s < t < t, + a, 
@CYo 3 4 = iY : I Y - Yo I G w. 
Let 9 be a function taking values in ~7%~ for t in [to , to + a] and 1,4 in Cb(t) 
with the property that lim,,, s(tn , &(e)) = 3;(t, #(a)) whenever t, t, ,..., 
are in [to , to + a], 9, & ,..., belong to Cb(tO + a) and t, + t, 1,4~ - ~,4 (in the 
sup norm topology). 
In addition to the continuity requirement above, we want to impose a 
restriction on 3 which is analogous to the Nagumo condition. For this 
purpose we define a set of linear functionals. Let W be the set of all linear 
functionals w, of the type 
44 4.)) = s”‘” 4s) 444 4, 
defined for to < t < to + a, x a continuous function on [01, to + a] where 
?(t, s) is a described below and where the functional differential equation 
x(t) = 0, a < t < to, 
x(t)’ = w(4 x(.>), to < t < to + 4 (3) 
has a solution fW(t) on some interval [01, to + S,,,], where 6, > 0, such that 
fw does not vanish on (to , to + SW] and lim t+to+fwW/t - o # 0. Here 
dt, s) is 
(i) defined, real-valued on (to , to + a] x [OL, to + a], 
(ii) constant for t < s, 
(iii) nondecreasing in s, 
(iv) continuous in t uniformly with respect to s. (4) 
Some examples of such linear functionals w in which fw(t) = t’, 0 < p < 1 
are 
(a) w(t, x(m)) = 2/t2 $+ x(s) ds where 01 = - E, to = 0, S, = z. 
(b) w(t, x(a)) = l/t [Ax(t) + Bx(t/2)] where 01 = to = 0, A, B, such that 
p = A + B/2p, and 
(c) w(t, x(e)) = l/t2 x(t2) where cy = to = 0. 
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THEOREM I. Let 5 be as specijied above and satisfy 
I w, A(*)) - qt, A(*)) I G 44 I ($1 - lh) I (*)), (5) 
.for (t, z+Q, (t, $J in the domain of S-, for t .>. t, andfor some w in W. Then the 
initial value problem (I) has at most one solution on any interval [a, t,, + e] for 
small E > 0. 
PROOF. Assume there are two different solutions yl(t) and y2(t) on some 
interval [a, to + ~1. By shrinking E we may suppose that for 
y(t) = YAG -Y&h I Y(to + 4 I f 0 and t -< 8, . 
Consider the solution x(t) = 0, 01 ,< t < to 
4t) = ; I r(to + c) I /f $ <) / 9 t,<t<t”+E 
w 0 
of the initial value problem (3). By (5) we have 
D+ I r(t) I G w(t, I Y(.) I), to < t < to + E. 
For any 0 < o < E the initial value problem 
z(t) = 0, a< t < to, -r(t), to ,< t e to + 0, 
z’(t) = 44 z(t)), to + u < t d to + 6, 
has a unique solution, namely x(t), since w(t, x(*)) satisfies a Lipschitz condi- 
tion in x for t in [to + (T, to + ~1. The remarks following Lemma 1 then 
imply that we cannot have x(t) > j y(t) 1 on a right neighborhood of to .
Hence, there is a decreasing sequence of points t, -+ to such that 
I r(td I 3 4trc)* h = 1, 2,... . 
Thus x(tk)/(tk - to) + 0 but this is impossible since lim fw(t)/t - to f 0 as 
t -+ to+. Hence y(to + 6) = 0. 
REMARK I. The proof of the theorem makes use of the linearity of the 
functional w and the form of the solutions of (3). It is not readily apparent 
how one would generalize Kamke’s uniqueness theorem [4] since if w(t, x(*)) 
is a nonlinear functional, a solution of (1) passing through + 1 y(to + l ) 1 
may not exist. 
REMARK 2. It is possible to relax the requirements on the integrator 
function q(t, s) in the case of nth order scalar functional differential equations 
as shown by Theorem 3 below. 
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4. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
Next we wish to show that the sequence of successive approximations given 
bY 
m(t) = 9(t), a< t < t, , n = 1, 2,..., 
rdt> = 444l)I 
m(t) = 4(b) + foW> yn-d.)) 4 
t, -c t < t, + 8, 
n = 1, 2,..., (6) 
converges for t in [CY, t, + p] to a solution of (1) where /3 = min{a, (b/M), 6,) 
and where M is such that 1 .F(t, #(a)) 1 < M when t, < t < t, + min{a, 6,) 
and # is in Cb(t,, + min{a, 6,)). It is easy to see that (6) defines a sequence. 
THEOREM 2. Let 9 be as specified above and satisfy 
for (t, z,$), (t , &J in the domain of .F and t > t, , for some m in W. Then the 
sequence (5) converges to the solution of (1) on [to, t, + p]. 
PROOF. The sequence (6) is uniformly bounded and uniformly equi- 
continuous on [t, , t, + p] so by Ascoli’s theorem there is a subsequence 
{y~,(t)}~=l converging to some function y(t) uniformly on [to , t, + 81. Hence 
the sequence {m,+l(t))L converges uniformly to some function y*(t) on 
[to , t, + /!I]. If we can show h(t) ES 0, where 
h(t) = lim sup I w,(t) j , 
n-tm 4t> = r,(t) - m-l(t), 
then y = y* = the unique solution of (1) and thus the whole sequence 
(yJt)},“=l converges to y(t) uniformly on [to , t, + ,!I] (see Hartman [4], pp. 4 
and 41). The remainder of the proof amounts to first showing 
D+h(t) < w(t, h(t)). Then if we suppose h(t) + 0 we may repeat the strategy 
in Theorem 1 to get a contradiction. The details in the case of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations are given in [6] and [7]. 
5. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR SCALAR PROBLEMS 
Let + be a real-valued function with n - 1 continuous derivatives defined 
on [OL, to]; and for t in [to , t, + a] let C,(t) be the set of all real-valued 
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functions f with n - 1 continuous derivatives defined on [CY, t] which agree 
with 4 on [OI, t,,] and satisfy 
If’“‘(t) - p’(to) 1 < b, k =-- 0, I,..‘, n - I) 
t in (to , t, + a], (,f’“‘) is the hth derivative off). Let L’(t, x(a)) be real-valued 
for t in [t, , t, + CZ] and x in C*(t) and be such that 
whenever t, t, , t, ,... is in [to , t, + u], #, #r ,... belong to C,(t, + a) and 
t, + t, 4, --f I/ (in the sup norm topology). 
An nth order initial value problem for delay functional differential equa- 
tions is to find a function y in Cb(to + a) such that 
y’“‘(t) = qt, y(-)), f, < t ,< to + a. (7) 
Of course this type of problem is a special case of the initial value 
problem (1); however in this form it is possible to give new hypothesis on U 
so that (7) has at most one solution on any interval [to , t, + C] for small 
E > 0. The following theorem generalizes a result due to Wintner [8] which 
is given in expanded form in Hartman [4], page 34. 
THEOREM 3. Let yr(t, s), k = 0, 1, 2,..., n - 1 satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of 
(4) and let U(t, x(e)) sutisfr 
j U(t, VT(.)) -- qt, y(.)) / < y A&(t) f;+^ j .e(S) - y’“‘(s) 1 dsT&, s) 
k=O 
for t in (to, t, + a], where the Tk(t) are nonnegative functions such that 
Then there is at most one solution to (7) on any interval [a,, , to + .E] for small 
E > 0. 
The proof is an easy extension of the proof given in Hartman [4], page 558. 
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